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Abstract 

 This paper discuss about the mind control 

based mobile phones and now a day’s mobile phones 

are turned into the UI based interactive device where 

these are made into touch screen technology in the 

smart phone system, anyway the system needs the 

human physical interface to the device but in this 

paper the interface is given by the mind based 

controls where the neuron signals are transferred to 

the mobile phones and it operates what the user 

thinks in all kinds of cases this has to be discussed 

detailed process where it is named as neuron phone. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 The neuron phone is one of the recent 

technologies which could be able to control the 

mobile phone devices through the mind controller 

equipments where sensors are placed in the mind 

controlling devices which could have the capability 

of analysing the neuron signals of the brain and it will 

transfer the signals to the mobile phone what the 

mobile operator thinks it may be a call or messaging 

activities. For example if a user wants to make call, 

just he/she have look at the mobile phone and open 

the particular contacts option and it will make call to 

the particular person like this all kinds of activities 

are processed in the neuron phone technology in a 

multiple ways. 

 

II. ARCHITECTURE 

 The brain controlling device is created by 

the various components, microprocessor and 

microcontroller etc. The device consists of forehead 

brain signals sensors which could capture the brain 

signals from the forehead of the human, a separate 

brain wave detection sensors are place where this is 

the main component of the brain controller device 

and it could capture each and every brain signals in 

nano seconds and battery is placed to operate by 

using the electrical energy some of the electronic 

devices will accept the brain signals process which 

could be able to control for that particular device. 

 
Mind Controlled Device 

 

The above figure 1 shows the mind 

controlled device which has the capability to 

controlling of other devices through sensors and brain 

signals, where the app is created for the smart phones 

which can be able to make a call for the persons 

through capturing of the brain signals, the person who 

wish to make a call for the particular person that 

he/she have to open the application and look at the 

images of the person whom we need to call, the brain 

controlling devices and the phone will make some 

interaction and identifies the images of the member 

and makes the call automatically. 

 

Also the system is designed for the neuron 

phone technology it makes the entire operating 

system which could be able to controlled by the mind 

controlling devices for all kinds of application, but 

some of the few recent technologies which created for 

the particular application now it has to be changed for 

the every entire option is changed to controlled via 

the mind controlling devices, it is mainly benefit for 

the different able persons. 

III. EQUIPMENTS 

 The sensors and the detectors are the main 

equipments of the mind controlled devices where the 

sensors are placed in the forehead of the mind 

controlling devices while in the case brain signal 

detector will detect the brain signals which could be 

able to read the electrode signals of the brain, the 
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electrode signals which are escaped from the neurons 

are collected by the system. 

 

A. Sensors 

Sensors are the devices which act as the 

converter that coverts physical quantity into the 

readable signals where in our technologies which can 

capture the brain signals and observes and pass to the 

transmitter of the mind controlling devices. MEMS 

are the systems which could be able to capture the 

micro electrical system as well as the mechanical 

system of the mind controlled device. 

 

B. Electrodes 

The electrodes are the system which can be 

able to communicate with the semiconductor or 

conductor, for the purpose of transferring from the 

source to the destination, where in the mind 

controlling system the electrodes have the capability 

to receive the escaping signals of the neurons and 

collect all the signals and then it will forward to the 

from the transmitter to the receiver where it could be 

work faster and quicker of the controlling devices of 

the neuron phone. 

IV. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

 The application development is one of the 

main processes of the smart phone process where n 

number applications are developed for the iphone and 

android mobiles where now a day’s applications are 

created by the ios and java based android are mostly 

created with the UI based human interacting 

application but our system purposes the application 

will be developed by the using of mind controller 

based. 

 
Mind Controller for Mobile 

 

Above figure shows the mobile devices 

which can be connects with the mind controller 

devices for example every application on the android 

and ios are developed by the UI based interfaces so 

now our system has the capability to operate by the 

mind controller devices which can be in any of the 

form such that the application may be used for the 

gaming purposes and other messaging activities of 

the system, where many of the tools are available for 

the application development of Android OS and IOS 

mobile operating system. 

V. ADVANCED MESSAGING & FILE 

MANAGING 

 The advanced messaging is one of the 

additional options in the neuron based mobile phones 

where usually the mobile phones have the capability 

to sending messages over the source to destination 

but this is possible for the normal human but the 

neuron based phones is specially designed for the 

different able persons, so they could easily transfer 

their messages quickly by the controlling of the mind, 

for example every persons can able to type the 

messages through the keyboard system but the will 

the type the messages of the what the mind thinks. 

  

File managing is also other task of the 

mobile phone while OS have the capacity to run the 

both application and the file managing system over 

the mobile phones, where the file managing has 

several difficulties to move the files from one place to 

the other, now this activities also made easier for the 

neuron based technology that controlling of the file 

managing system. 

 

 
Advanced Messaging 

 

VI. SURFING 

 The surfing is the important process of the 

smart phone technology where the all kinds of 

information are gathered through the browser, where 

these applications are needed the human interface 

system and applications are now developed with the 

mind controlled basis where the user has to control 

via using their mind and they can easily access the 

data through easily by the mind sensing technique. 

Where UI based applications is now a getting familiar 

but in the future works of the system fully created 

with the mind device controller system. 
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Mind Interface for Browser App 

 

The browser application which is controlled 

by the mind sense where the signals are transferred 

from the mobile to the application easily by moving 

of pages from one link to the other, where the 

navigation is also made easier in the mobile browsing 

application system, where the many of the application 

are to be created with the concept of the sharing of 

signals from the mobile to the sensing technique and 

makes the user for easy access. 

VII. NEURON PHONE 

 The final output of this paper producing the 

neuron phone which is fully functioned of the mind 

control devices, where the every activities of the 

system is to be controlled by the mind process and 

this system applications and operating system also 

composed of the mind controlling devices, for 

example browsing methodology, application handling 

etc. 

 

 Thus the mobile applications are fully 

functioned of mind controlled process and it is very 

useful for the different able persons where they 

cannot easily to interact with the mobile phones so 

they can use their minds to control the mobile phones 

easily by simply viewing the application or phone. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 Thus the mind control based mobile phone 

technology that is called neuron phone where it could 

have the all the advanced technology that is less user 

interaction and all the activities & operating system 

of the mobiles controlled through the sensors and 

electrodes which could can capture the signals of the 

brain to the mobiles, the mobile also consists of the 

same kind of sensors which could able to receive the 

signals and the brain controlling devices are the type 

of transmitting signals used to transmit from the 

device to mobile phone or particular application 

system this would be the one of the most advanced 

smart phone technology. 
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